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SOCs: Student organizations come together
Dylan Reed-Maxfield
for The Lawrentian

With over 75 student organizations thriving on the Lawrence campus, it can be difficult for members
of different groups to keep up with
what others are doing. Many organizations struggle to get the word out
about their events, and many good
ideas fall through the cracks due to
lack of funding.
The
Lawrence
University
Community Council is currently
working on a plan to foster greater
collaboration among organizations
with similar goals and interests.
The proposal, which has been
a major project of current LUCC
President Mollie Bodin’s cabinet,
calls for the placement of each student group into one of nine interest-based categories called Student
Organization Councils.
Every organization would send
at least one representative to monthly meetings of its SOC. The meetings
would also be attended by two members of the LUCC cabinet or the general council, charged with reporting
attendance and minutes to the LUCC
Steering and Finance Committees.
These sessions will provide an
opportunity for members of the different groups to discuss what their
organizations are working on, and to
propose collaboration. Additionally,
representatives would report back
to their own groups what the others had planned, to encourage more
widespread participation in events.
The nine categories named in the

proposal are service, diversity, enter“It’s great for organizations each organization’s projects. “It’s
tainment, academics, club sports, that don’t have a big budget,” she really going to be a positive thing for
politics, publication, recreation and explained, citing the possibility of everybody involved.”
special interest.
such groups co-sponsoring events
As of now, LUCC aims to add
The service and diversity SOCs with the larger organizations.
just the entertainment council as
already exist in the form of the LUCC
Bodin also believes that greater a sort of trial for the SOCs during
Service Council and the Multicultural communication would lead to much spring term this year.
Affairs Committee, and the plan higher campus-wide awareness of
However, Bodin fully anticipates
would not alter
the way these
function.
“They’re
really successful at what
they’re doing,”
said Bodin of
Service Council
and
MCAC.
She went on to
explain that the
idea behind the
SOCs is in fact
based on how
effectively the
two committees promote
communication
among the organizations they
encompass.
Bodin sees
several desirable
results
coming
out
of the SOC
proposal. For
one, increased
Photo courtesy of Lindsay Semph
c ol l a b or a ti on
would potentialFilmmaker Chris Paine discussed his documentary, "Who Killed the Electric Car?" on Wednesday, Feb. 27. Paine's doculy mean more
mentary presents a history of the electric car and its disappearance from the American consumer market.
efficient use of
resources.

Chris Paine comes to LU

good results, and hopes that the
remainder of the plan will take effect
next fall under the cabinet of LUCC
President-Elect James Duncan-Welke,
who will take office at the end of
this term.
Duncan-Welke himself, though
agreeing with the goals of the proposal, was cautious of sharing in too
much of Bodin’s optimism. “I’m not
opposed to the SOC policy,” he said.
“I’m just worried about how we’re
going to get it to work.”
Duncan-Welke expressed his fear
that student groups would see the
proposal as intrusive on the part
of LUCC. Part of his fear is also
that student groups might see the
reporting of SOC minutes to Finance
Committee as “a veiled threat.”
Bodin’s answer to these potential issues of public image is a pair
of informational sessions about the
proposal. One session took place
Thursday, and another is planned
for 1 p.m. Saturday in Riverview
Lounge.
LUCC has specifically notified
the contact persons of the organizations about the sessions, but all
students have been invited to attend
and ask questions.
Both the incoming and outgoing
presidents emphasized that interested students should also contact their
LUCC representatives with questions
or concerns.
“Input from the campus community is crucial when LUCC is trying
to work out something with such a
broad reach as the SOC proposal,”

“Experience” Choral Lawrentians get out the vote on 2/19
This past weekend Lawrence
University hosted the “EXPERIENCE
American Choral Masterpieces” concert. More than 300 voices joined
together in the final concert on
Sunday, Feb. 24. Many of the singers
involved were high school students,
coming from 20 high schools in six
states throughout the country, as far
away as Washington and Vermont.
The students were chosen by
their choral instructors at home for
their exceptional musical abilities.
Also involved were Lawrence’s own
Concert Choir, Cantala Women’s

Mortar Board
and KKG host
book drive
Weekend

Weather
Source: weather.com

Choir and Viking Chorale.
The concert was made possible
because of a $50,000 grant from the
National Endowment for the Arts,
which was generously matched by
Lawrence. Professors Bjella and Swan
applied for the grant in September
2006, heard back in April 2007 and
began planning almost immediately.
“It’s been in the works for well
over a year, a year and a half,” said
Professor Swan.
The weekend began with a
rehearsal at 7:00pm on Friday, Feb.
22 and ended with the concert at 2:00
p.m. Sunday. The concert focused

See Experience on page 2
Alicia Bones
Staff  Writer

New books are a privilege given
to some, but not all, American children. Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority and senior honor society Mortar
Board advanced the cause of literacy
this past weekend with their book

Katy Hillbo

With the date of the Wisconsin
primaries moved from April to
February this year, Wisconsin suddenly found itself basking in a little
more of the political limelight than
it has been accustomed to in the
past.
As one of the most exciting and
groundbreaking presidential races
in history heated up, Wisconsinites
showed that they were eager to let
their voices be heard at the polls.
Lawrentians shared in this excitement, and efforts by the faculty and
staff made the voting process go

smoothly for students.
The state favored Senator Barack
Obama with 58 percent of the vote
over Hillary Rodham Clinton’s 41
percent in the Democratic Party.
In the Republican Party, Senator
John McCain was the clear frontrunner, with 55 percent of the vote.
Governor Mike Huckabee and Ron
Paul trailed behind with 37 and
5 percent, respectively. Other candidates showed negligible percentages.
Although numbers are not yet
available as to how many Lawrentians
voted, over 300 students were transported to the polling stations via
Lawrence shuttles, and many others

made it to the polls by other means
of transportation.
“Lawrence provided rides to
and from the polling locations for
about 330 students,” said Career
Counselor Kelly Cuene, who organized the shuttles. “Volunteer drivers were staff and faculty members
from various offices and departments across campus.”
These volunteer drivers, as well
as faculty and staff who helped
organize student registration at
Downer, did an excellent job of helping the election process go smoothly
and encouraging students to get

drive to benefit the children’s literacy organization, First Book.
On Friday, Feb. 22 and Saturday,
Feb. 23, members from these organizations sold Scholastic books in
the Appleton City Center. The extra
money raised beyond the cost of
books was donated to First Book.
Scholastic Booksellers, whose

mission is “helping children around
the world to read and learn,” offers
colorful books and accessories to
encourage children and young adults
to read.
This first time event was deemed
successful. Kappa Philanthropy Chair
Claire Rockett said, “We’re pleased
with the results. We raised over

$500, which translates into over $50
in books for First Book.”
Rockett added that the collection
boxes they put in local businesses
were successful as well. “We’ve definitely learned from this experience

Staff  Writer

Sunny
High 28
Low 23
Wind: SW at 10 mph

Sunday

Staff  Writer

Saturday

Grace Christiansen

See Vote on page 2

See Book Drive on page 2

Sunny
High 37
Low 25
Wind: S at 11 mph
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Goldgar speaks in Main Hall Forum
Nicole Capozziello
Staff  Writer

Dressed to impress, Professor
of English Bertrand Goldgar gave a
lecture on Tuesday, Feb. 26 in Main
Hall. The lecture, which was wellattended by faculty, staff, and jaded
Humanities students alike, was the
first of this term’s Main Hall Forum
series.
During his lecture, titled “Swift,
Jacobites, and a Jew: Dirty Tricks in
1713,” Goldgar discussed 18th century satirist Jonathan Swift’s political pamphleteering between 1711
and 1714. Swift’s pamphlets, written in reaction to rumors smeared
against a friend, demonstrate the
larger theme of interaction between
journalism and politics at the time.

Experience
continued from page 1
exclusively on works by American
composers, including Samuel
Barber and Aaron Copeland.
However, the concert also
included the premiere of “Careless
Carols,” a piece by Andrew
Rindfleisch that was commissioned
specifically for the event. Another
exciting part of this performance
was guest conductor Charles
Bruffy, who is the artistic director
of both the Phoenix Bach Choir and
the Kansas City Chorale, and has
been anointed as the next great
American choral conductor.
“We wanted to find the best
conductor, artist, and educator who
could work with both Lawrence and
high school students,” Swan said
of Bruffy. Bruffy worked with the
students over the weekend, bringing the choirs to the stunning level
of musicality heard at the Sunday
concert.
Of the process, Swan commented, “We started working with 300
or so singers coming from various
parts of the country and so an
immediate goal is to establish the

Vote
continued from page 1
involved.
“I was really impressed with
how involved the staff got,” said
junior Allie-Marie McGuire. Dorothy
Wickens, also a junior, agreed. “I
was really pleased with how much
the faculty and staff were involved
with registering students at Downer
and driving vans,” said Wickens.
Juniors Cara Yesse and
Stephanie Zastrow were surprised
and impressed to see the university

Book Drive
continued from page 1
and any collaboration between our
two groups in the future can only
benefit from this first attempt,”
she said.
Mortar Board and Kappa Kappa
Gamma are both committed to the
cause of literacy. Mortar Board has
long been involved with First Book.
Kappa Kappa Gamma member Emily
Gonzalez said her sorority decided
to get involved because, in her
words, “Kappa’s national philanthropy is Reading is Fundamental
(RIF), but since there isn’t a RIF
chapter in Appleton, we wanted to

In 1713, the War of the Spanish
Succession was coming to an end
while tensions were also running
high between the Tory government
and the Whigs. It was at this time
of political unrest that Swift’s good
friend Erasmus Lewis began being
smeared with rumors of involvement with the Jacobites, a political
group of the time. Goldgar compared such accusations as similar to
being rumored to be a Communist
spy.
Swift was no longer writing for
The Examiner, the Tory newspaper
he had formerly edited and written.
However, when rumors about Lewis
began to fly, he returned to the
paper to defend his friend, using
it to publish an essay defending
Erasmus Lewis and targeting Henry

Lewis. Despite his attempts, Swift’s
essay did not dispel rumors and
was helpless to prevent the Tory
government’s loss of power the following year.
“I am showing only a snapshot
as part of a view of the whole controversy,” said Professor Goldgar
of his lecture, which represents
only a small fraction of his recent
research.
Goldgar is currently co-editing
two volumes in a 15-volume edition
of all of Swift’s works. Professor
Goldgar is putting the finishing
touches on one volume, which will be
published by Cambridge University
Press later this year, and will be taking a sabbatical beginning this fall to
work on the other volume.

rules and our M.O., and just to
identify the standards by which we
would pursue the music.”
He went on, “With 300 people
being virtual strangers, trying to
establish a rapport within the ranks
and with me as well as creating
an environment that is supportive
of each individual’s contribution
— well, we did that right away.”
Bruffy was also very impressed
by the level of preparation among
students. Because students all knew
their parts ahead of time, Bruffy
said, “We could just start working
on the details of the music right
away. By Sunday they had become
a really finely tuned instrument.
To have that kind of symbiosis and
synchronicity with a choir of 300
who were strangers just 24 hours
before and to have experienced
that evolution — it’s a rare thing.”
Bruffy praised Lawrence as
much as he did the student choirs.
“It was an incredible offering that
Lawrence made to the choral academic and artistic world, and the
Lawrence choirs performed at a
very high level, showing all of the
guest singers and audience members the quality of education that
occurs here,” he said.

“Many of the singers left with
enthusiastic anticipation of the
possibility of attending Lawrence
and studying with the voice faculty
here.”
One goal of the weekend was
to give the visiting students the
opportunity to perform “music
that most high school programs
wouldn’t be able to achieve,” and
to help everyone involved grow as
musicians. Said Professor Swan of
the event, “This weekend took the
word ‘experience’ to its deepest
meaning for the students. They had
a more in depth idea of what music
is about.”
Swan added, “Students were
able to see a master at work in
his craft and how passionate he is
about his art, and how that passion
can impact the greatest to smallest
detail. And that’s something that
will change them forever.”
Creating change for the students and making them more
aware of musicality was one of the
major goals and accomplishments
of the weekend. Said Bruffy, “For
the students to participate in an
experience of this magnitude could
not help but be a life-changing
experience — and it was.”

president encouraging students to
vote on their way to lunch.
“Jill Beck was tabling at Lucy’s
and asked us if we were voting,”
said Yesse and Zastrow, who both
voted using absentee ballots.
One of the only main roadblocks in Lawrence’s involvement
in the election process was, in fact,
a roadblock.
As the Appleton Post Crescent
reported, “A railroad car became
unhitched Tuesday afternoon, halting a train and blocking several
downtown intersections for several
hours.”

However, as Associate Professor
of English and shuttle driver Tim
Spurgin said, “We managed, and
everyone seemed to take the delays
in stride.”
Overall, the Wisconsin primaries were a good opportunity for
Lawrentians to get involved in an
exciting election and to feel like
their vote made a difference.
“Students were excited that
the Wisconsin primary was getting national attention and that we
‘mattered’ in a way we usually don’t
in primary season,” said Hiett RHD
and shuttle driver Laura Zuege.

get involved with another literacy
organization.”
First Book Fox Valley provides
new books for over 300 local
schoolchildren in four after-school
programs in the area. With such
high expectations, First Book is
always looking for donations from
individuals or from fundraisers like
this one. With a donation of only
$5, First Book can provide a young
student with two new books.
Literacy organizations like First
Book try to improve the poor literacy rates of American schoolchildren. According to the National
Institute for Literacy, in 2000 a test
of reading proficiency showed that
only 24 percent of fourth grad-

ers were deemed proficient and
37 percent tested below the basic
achievement level.
Following this trend, by the age
of seventeen only about 1 in 17
students can read and comprehend
texts needed for success in college
or many careers.
First Book Fox Valley needs
volunteers in the area to help with
distributing books, with fundraising events and with reaching their
eventual goal of expanding the
program to more schools and to
more areas of the Fox Valley. If
you would like to volunteer or see
what’s going on with First Book Fox
Valley, contact them on their website at www.firstbook.org.
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From our kitchen to yours:
Recipes from Dining Services chefs
It’s a treat to share some of my favorite recipes. Spaghetti Carbonara,
literally “charcoal maker’s spaghetti,” is a humble but luxurious-tasting
pasta dish. I’ve been making this recipe for friends and family since
my own college days. For a more authentic flavor, replace the American
smoked bacon with slices of pancetta — the Italian salt-cured, rolled
bacon. Pancetta, along with other Italian specialty items, is available
locally at Bella’s Italian Market on Richmond Street.

Julia Sati
Director of Catering/Chef
for The Lawrentian

Spaghetti Carbonara
Equipment needed:
Heavy skillet or frying pan
4-quart or larger stockpot or
pasta cooker
Colander or lid for stockpot
Bowl
Knife
Cutting board
Large spoon
Whisk or fork
12 bacon or pancetta slices,
chopped
2 Tbsp. butter
2/3 C. whipping or heavy cream
2/3 C. grated Parmesan cheese
5 egg yolks
Salt
Ground black pepper
1 lb. spaghetti noodles
1) Place chopped bacon or pancetta with butter in a skillet on

medium heat. Sauté, stirring occasionally, until the bacon is light
brown and crisp. Transfer the bacon
to paper towel to drain. Transfer two
tablespoons of the pan drippings
to a small bowl. Discard remaining
drippings.
2) Add cream, egg yolks, and
Parmesan cheese to the drippings,
whisking or stirring with a fork to
blend. Set cream mixture aside.
3) Cook pasta according to
package directions in boiling salted
water, until tender but still firm to
bite (al dente). Drain pasta (do not
rinse), and immediately return to the
same pot.
4) Immediately add cream mixture to pasta. Toss over low heat
until the sauce thickens and clings
to the pasta — 2-3 minutes. The heat
of the pasta and the pan is enough
to cook the sauce. Stir in cooked
bacon. Season to taste with salt and
a generous amount of black pepper,
fresh ground if available.
5) Serve topped with additional
Parmesan cheese and enjoy!

Radical Repairing Rubber
Daniel Fulton
Gennady Malyshev
Emily Peck
Corey Zehfus
for The Lawrentian

Rubber is one of the most useful
substances produced in the modern
world. Its high elasticity and relative
ease of molding make it an ideal substance for a number of applications.
Over 56 percent of the world’s rubber is used in tires and tubes, but a
number of other products — such as
adhesives, elastics in textiles, erasers, belts, gaskets, and construction materials for sealing doors and
windows — are all heavily utilized
rubber products.
The elasticity of rubber comes
from its chemical bonds. Rubber is
made up of long chains of hydrocarbons. When rubber is stretched,
chemical bonds are pulled out of
their minimum energy states, and
energy is stored in the material thermally and electrostatically. When the
stress on the material is removed,
the energy is released, and the bonds

quickly return to their lower energy
states, macroscopically resulting in a
return of the material to its original
shape. In nonelastic materials, bonds
are simply broken by this stress, and
the material separates into pieces.
In a recent edition of the journal
Nature, a team of scientists in Paris
writes that they have created a new
rubber-like elastic material. In addition to having nearly the same elasticity as rubber, it has one new interesting property: the ability to “heal”
itself. Instead of long hydrocarbon
chains — single molecules — this
new material is made up of much
shorter chains, held together only by
hydrogen bonds. As a consequence,
when the material is broken, it can
be held together and the hydrogen
bonds will reform. After an extended
time the cut or broken ends of the
material will form bonds with itself,
but the substance can be healed to
itself any time in 15 days after being
broken, and the process occurs at
room temperature.
This interesting new material
may prove very handy for any number of new applications.
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The secret lives of profs Scientist of the Week:
Dan Hertel
Stephane Tran Ngoc on going barefoot
Kayla Wilson

Associate News Editor

Assistant Professor of Music
Stephane Tran Ngoc, born and raised
in France, knew early on what he
wanted to do with his life. Under the
system in France, he spent a year
learning music theory and then had
to choose between the piano and the
violin.
“I heard it and I liked it,” he said
of his violin choice. “It was a guess
— I wasn’t yet in love with it.” He
was seven years old at the time, and
within a few months he did fall in
love with the instrument. “I knew I
was going to do that for the rest of
my life.”
He finished his studies in France
while still young, but knew he could
learn a lot from different people and
different perspectives. Tran Ngoc
explained that the best violin schools
at the time were in Russia and the
U.S. He went to Russia to visit for
a few weeks, meeting with friends
who were students and seeing what
the conditions were like there. It was
a winter trip, which he described as
“difficult.”
A few months later he came
to the U.S., not on strictly musical
business. “It was easier to come here
and I could get a regular degree,” he
explained. Tran Ngoc studied in New
York for seven years at Brooklyn
College’s Conservatory of Music and
The Juilliard School, during which
time he married an American woman.
Then he returned to France.
He and his wife made the move
back to America after having children. “My wife thought it would be
nice to raise our kids in the U.S., so

we came back when they were small,
or smaller,” he said.
Tran Ngoc is in the middle of a
series of three recitals with a young
French pianist. They are performing
all 10 of Beethoven’s sonatas. The
series began on Sunday, Feb. 24, with
second on Wednesday, Feb. 27, and
concluding on Saturday, Mar. 1. “It
is a big amount of works,” he said.
“They are all pretty difficult.”
Besides practicing, teaching, and
performing, Tran Ngoc is “a pretty
serious amateur runner.” He has a
rather interesting choice for footwear, choosing to eschew it completely.
“I’m one of the very few barefoot runners in the world,” he said.
He has been running barefoot for
three or four years, after coming
across some writings about it. “I’m
interested in how to use the body in
the most productive ways,” he said,
further explaining that he found that
it is healthier for your body, cutting
down on joint strain.
“Once you start you never go
back,” he said of the practice. His
next race is in April. “They are not
serious races, but it is nice to do, to
improve and beat my friends.”
As a father, he also “does what
parents do,” driving his kids to different activities and helping them
with their bilingual homework.
Although he is “frequently
fighting for time,” Tran Ngoc does
squeeze in some time to read. “I tend
to read more French writers,” he
said. Currently he is reading Romain
Gary’s novel, “Promise at Dawn,”
about which the violinist said, “On
every page you can find several sentences you could just frame.”

Photo by Naveed Islam
Professor Tran Ngoc started playing the violin at the age of seven while living in France.

by April West
Dan Hertel, a junior biology
major, is currently on a pre-med
track. He spent this past summer in Cuzco, Peru working in
a rehabilitation clinic for kids
with mental and physical disabilities. Children were at this clinic
— which received no government
funding — for issues ranging from
cerebral palsy to Down syndrome
to physical disabilities.
Hertel spent part of his time
in the hospital alongside a doctor,
learning by volunteering in a wing
of the clinic that housed children
with developmental disabilities.
“I didn’t work with sick kids as
you typically imagine in a children’s
hospital. There was no emergency
or operation care. I played with the
children, fed them, brushed their
teeth, helped them get ready for
bed, et cetera. Some were extremely happy just to have me push
them around in their wheelchairs,”
Hertel explained.
The hospital differed from
American hospitals in that patient
turnout was more of a priority.
“The care was not as personal and
professional, but many, many people came and they accommodated
all of them,” he said.
“Nurses would bring the doctors information on the next couple patients while they are still
with a different patient.” He added
that they didn’t have many of the
supplies that we take for granted,
such as rubber gloves for examinations.
At this point, Hertel hopes to
later work in pediatrics and is open
to the idea of working in an underprivileged setting similar to the
one in which he worked in Peru.
“Working with the kids in Peru was
extremely fulfilling and I learned
many different strategies for working with different types of people. I
want to work in pediatrics because
I want every child to have as great
a chance to survive and prosper as
any other,” he said.
Along with taking Spanish

Photo courtesy of Dan Hertel

classes and volunteering in the children’s clinic, Hertel
also partook in cultural awareness
activities such as cooking, painting, and salsa dancing lessons as
part of his program. “My experiences in Peru helped to put into
perspective why I am doing what I
am doing and where science is taking me,” he explained.
Hertel is currently taking a
tutorial, entitled “Science in Human
Values,” with biology professor
Nicholas Maravolo. He is studying
the roles of religion and spirituality in the world and how they do
or do not co-exist with science. It
is a one-on-one course in which
they read and discuss readings
from books.
“It is one of the most intellectually and spiritually fulfilling
classes I have ever taken,” Hertel
added. A few of the books he has
read this term are “Why Religion
Matters” by Huston Smith and “The
Arrogance of Humanism” by David
Ehrenfeld.
Hertel is also currently designing his future honors project that
he will begin this summer and
carry on into his senior year. In this
project he will study “programmed
cell death,” which is a type of cell
death where the cell uses cellular
mechanisms to kill itself, which
allows for control of the cell num-

ber and also eliminates cells that
threaten the animal’s survival.
Cancer is the breakdown of
programmed cell death. Hertel will
look at programmed cell death in
conjunction with “signal transduction cascades,” which are involved
in many diseases and refer to any
process where a cell converts one
kind of stimulus into another.
Hertel will work with plant cells
in his research that will be applicable to all cells. As part of his
summer research, he will attend a
biochemistry conference in Mexico
with Professor Maravolo and several other students.
Science has always been Hertel‘s
favorite subject. “As a small child, I
would make mixtures and contraptions with whatever I could find
around the house. I’d explore my
home and the outdoors, taking
things apart — trying to figure out
how it all worked,” he said.
“Now that I’m here at Lawrence,
I can use the lab to do all those
things. I think the coolest thing
about science is way that it all
fits together — the principles of
physics apply to chemistry and
the principles of chemistry apply
to physics, and the same is true
for almost all subcategories of science,” he concluded.

Campus center construction continues through snowy weather
Deborah Nixon
Staff  Writer

Walking past the campus center
construction, one can only see snow
drifts huddled around construction
equipment through the surrounding
high fence. Yet this otherwise quiet
environment is punctuated by the
noises of construction
crews and equipment
from deep within the
foundation pit of the
future four-level building. These sounds stand
as evidence that work
continues on the site, despite the
snow and chilly weather.
Although construction continues, the snow has caused some
delays, cancelling work on many
days and increasing the work load

on the few good days. Lynn Hagee,
Campus Center Project Coordinator,
comments, “When the crews have
been able to work, there has been
the added task of getting rid of the
snow in the work areas.” Formerly,
the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) allowed workers to
dump excess snow into the Fox
River. However, due
to new DNR requirements, Lawrence has
to hire trucks to haul
snow away to another
dumping site. This
requirement takes
time away from the main construction work.
Once the snow has been cleared
from the work area, workers also
have to use heaters to warm the
forms and concrete. Otherwise, the
workers would not be able to pour

the concrete. Hagee explains that
Hagee confirms that there have
this “heating process must be con- been no major changes for the buildtinued as the concrete cures.” This ing’s intended use. She comments,
curing
process
“Our details are
has several steps.
always
being
Hagee continues,
honed.” The cam"When the crews have pus center plan“When the project
manager thinks the been able to work, there ning committee
concrete is ready, a has been the added task has been working
cast concrete cylon the technical
of getting rid of the
inder is sent for
structure of the
testing to deter- snow in the work areas." building, finding
mine its strength.
it necessary to
When the proper
add drop boxes,
strength has been
-Lynn Hagee, a storage cabinet
reached the forms
equipment,
Campus Center Project for
are removed and
and a scissors
the crew moves to
Coordinator lift for a projecanother section.”
tor. Hagee adds,
The crews are cur“This is a very
rently pouring the
detailed
and
floor of the future cinema on the complex part of the building and
center’s second level.
required early attention because the

[electrical] conduit is located in the
concrete walls and floors.”
The planning committee has also
started to plan the area for the river
walk, which will start at Trever Hall
and move toward the sustainable
garden behind the Union. This river
walk will follow a plan designed
by students in Assistant Professor
of Geology Andrew Knudsen’s environmental studies class. A planning
workshop between the architects
and environmental studies professors will begin in early March.
At this time, the committee
expects that the campus center will
be completed in June 2009 and will
be officially opened in September
2009. The pedestrian land bridge
across Lawe Street is expected to
open by the end of this coming
August.
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Appleton eyes 12% water rate hike

Water plant problems part of $3.6 million deficit for Appleton utility
Steve Wideman

Post-Crescent staff writer

APPLETON — Skyrocketing
operating expenses and continued
spending to fix production problems
at Appleton’s water treatment plant
are contributing to the need for a 12
percent water rate hike, city officials
said.
The city’s Utility Committee on
Tuesday got its first look at a proposed application to the state Public
Service Commission to increase
water rates, which would raise the
average quarterly water bill for most
residents by about $10.
The increase is designed to help
bring the water utility out of the red
and move forward with resolving
cold-weather production problems
at the seven-year-old, $54 million
plant.
The PSC required the application
as part of its approval of a 27 percent jump in water rates in 2006.
Once the Common Council
decides to send the application to
the PSC, it could take four to six
months for the agency to consider
the rate hikes. The average quarterly
water bill for most residential cus-

tomers in Appleton would increase
from $83.79 to $93.95.
John Andres, a partner in the
consulting firm of Virchow, Krause
& Co., said a rate study drawn up by
his firm found the city hasn’t added
many water customers, but operating expenses at the water plant
increased $913,000, from $7.4 million to $8.3 million, since 2006.
In addition, Appleton is looking to
spend $13.3 million on the plant
and on the city’s water distribution
system in 2008.
“Revenues have been flat. There
hasn’t been a lot of growth in
Appleton,” Andres said.
The $13.3 million figure includes
$5.2 million to improve production
at the water plant, which went on
line in 2001.
When figuring operating expenses, revenue and debt payments, the
utility is $3.6 million in the hole, a
deficit that grew by about $600,000,
or 20 percent last year, according to
city finance director Lisa Maertz.
To make up the difference, the
utility has borrowed money from
the city’s wastewater utility the past
several years.
“Our cash position continues to

deteriorate,” Maertz said.
Mayor Tim Hanna said the 12
percent rate hike, calculated to bring
an additional $2.2 million annually into water utility coffers, is an
opportunity “to get our operating
costs under control” and to check
future water rate increases.
Ald. Ed Baranowski, a member of the Utility Committee, said
the $913,000 boost in operating
expenses includes about $500,000 in
increased costs to purchase chemicals to treat raw water from Lake
Winnebago before it enters ultrafiltration membranes.
The membranes remove bacteria
and viruses from untreated water.
The membranes were the focus
of early troubles at the plant that
resulted in its failure to produce the
promised 24 million gallons of water
a day in summer and 18 million gallons a day in winter.
“Perhaps we went down the
wrong road with this technology,”
said Ald. Cathy Spears, another committee member.
City officials are trying to determine whether changes made to the
plant’s design by undetermined parties, possibly city employees, result-

ed in the production failures.
Water Utility Director Mike
Buettner said a study looking at
ways to improve water treatment
production in cold weather should
be completed by late April.
Pending completion of the study,
Buettner was reluctant to say if the
water plant could provide up to 60
million gallons of water annually

to Sherwood, which is under state
Department of Natural Resources
orders to improve its water supply.
The committee voted 3-0 Tuesday
to recommend the city move ahead
with negotiating a 50-year deal with
Sherwood to provide city water to
the village. The deal could provide
about $200,000 in additional revenues to the water utility.

Words from the Wise
All [zoos] actually offer to the public in return for thetaxes spent upon them is a form of idle and witless amusement, compared to which a visit to a penitentiary, oreven to
a State legislature in session, is informing, stimulating and
ennobling.
-H.L. Mencken
Beware of the man who works hard to learn something,
learns it, and finds himself no wiser than before... He is
full of murderous resentment of people who are ignorant
without having come by their ignorance the hard way. Kurt
Vonnegut
“Cat’s Cradle”

Funnies
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John McSame

Why Progressives Should Support Obama
Dave Broker
for The Lawrentian

Compared to most people, I
have the utmost respect for Senator
Hillary Clinton. That said, there are
some very pragmatic reasons why I
do not — and why my fellow progressives should not — support her
candidacy for president.
The fact is that Hillary Clinton
alienates people. The Republican
Party has used her name for years to
advance their political agenda, and
it is certainly not going to stop if
and when she gets the nomination.
I cannot say why people hate Hillary
so much, but I am going to use this
important fact to illustrate why her
supporters believe myths about her
prospects as president.
Myth 1: Hillary Clinton has been
tested.
When? Following her husband’s
departure from the White House,
she found an easy open seat in the
Senate in New York where she was
basically unable to lose. New York
does not reflect the political leanings of the rest of the country. The
fact that she is losing what was once
predicted to be an easy presidential
race for her demonstrates her inability to face the “maverick” Senator
John McCain in November.
Conversely, Senator Barack

Patrick Miner
for The Lawrentian

Ralph Nader officially announced
his candidacy for President of the
United States Sunday, Feb. 24. A
week prior, in the February 15 issue
of The Lawrentian, Ryan Day’s “Why
not to vote Nader in 2008” raised
several issues to which the following
is a response.
Day opened with a brief explanation of his personal political
positioning and claims that he
agrees with Nader on the notion
that the Democrats are “not up to
the task of changing this country.”
Unfortunately, his rhetoric strays
into standard anti-Nader arguments
after this point.
The 2000 election has been the
subject of much debate between
Nader supporters and the Democrats
who accuse him of “spoiling” the
election.
Day brings up the vote count
in Florida — Gore lost by 537 votes
to Bush, while Nader earned 97,488
votes in the state.
He does not mention, however,
that Pat Buchanan, Harry Browne,
John Hagelin, James Harris, David
McReynolds, Monica Moorehead,
and Howard Phillips all received
more than 537 votes in Florida.
Furthermore, approximately 250,000
Floridians registered as Democrats
voted for Bush. And at least 1,100
people were wrongly disenfranchised by the state — mislabeled as
“ex-felons.”
Further suspicion surrounds the
involvement of then Fla. Secretary
of State, Katherine Harris (also the
co-chair of Bush’s Florida campaign)
and former Governor Jeb Bush. Not
to mention incidents like the Volusia
error (in which thousands of votes
were incorrectly attributed from a
precinct of 585 voters), the recount,
and the subsequent Supreme Court
debacle.
Day remarked, “It is because
of Nader’s candidacy drawing lib-

Obama appeals to key demographics, such as the religious right. While
they may not like his pro-choice
stance, or the fact that he is not
completely homophobic, the fact
that he says that he doesn’t like his
daughters seeing trailers for horror
movies when they watch American
Idol means he will resonate with
them.
Coupled with the fact that
McCain left the wife who raised
his children to run off with a much
younger blonde who had the family
fortune to springboard his political
career, it will be enough to keep
Evangelicals home November 4.
Myth 2: Hillary Clinton is more
experienced than Obama.
Hardly. The truth is that receiving ambassadors at White House
ballroom receptions does not give
you the diplomatic experience to
be Commander in Chief. Even if
it did, to believe that any of the
three viable candidates will micromanage anything (including national
defense) is ludicrous.
Barack Obama has comparable
experience as both a lawmaker and
as an administrator. But the truth
is that none of the three has any
executive experience.
Myth 3: Hillary Clinton will be
a more effective leader than Barack

Obama.
Even if she were to win both the
nomination and the general election,
she would suffer four long years of
political backlash to every progressive policy in Congress. When she
tries to implement her health care
plan (which I will concede, is more
practical than Obama’s) the GOP will
call it “the Hillary-Care socialist bill.”
When she tries to clean up the environment, the GOP will call it “the
Hillary anti-business bill.” When she
tries to improve national security,
the GOP will call it “the Hillary terrorist-love bill.”
Because the GOP has effective
control of Congress due to the filibuster power of the Senate, all
progressive reforms will be killed
when the GOP associates them with
Clinton due to inevitable public
skepticism.
The same cannot be said for
Barack Obama. Many moderates
and even conservatives sort of like
Obama, although they cannot say
why. Republican legislators will not
be able to kill good legislation by
using his name alone.
I have noticed that, for the most
part, using the words “President
McCain” here at Lawrence is like
saying “Voldemort” at Hogwarts. If
you’re one of those Lawrentians who
believes that, you should be supporting an Obama nomination.

Nader not bad
erals away from supporting the
Democratic candidate that Bush is
in the office right now.” To claim
that Ralph Nader’s candidacy is the
cause of Bush’s ascension to the
Presidency is irresponsible.
Clearly, there were many other
factors. Why didn’t Gore win his
home state of Tennessee, for
instance? And who says Gore is
“entitled” to a certain number of
votes? Every candidate has to earn
every vote.
It is interesting to note that
Nader was excluded from the presidential debates by the CPD due to an
alleged lack of support.
With the leaders of the
Republican and Democratic parties
claiming that Nader was not a significant factor in the election, it

certainly sparked curiosity when the
Democrats then cited him as the
main reason they “lost” the 2000
election.
What about the millions of people who voted for George Bush?
What about the Democrats who
turned the other way as their party
fell to corporate powers? What about
the right to have choices in who is
president? The Democrats, who control Congress, have not ended the
war in Iraq, are not protecting the
environment, and have not worked
towards real, single-payer, universal
healthcare.
This election needs to be honest
and decided by the people. There
is no law that states one party or

See Viewpoint on page 8
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Mac Watson
for The Lawrentian

In the past week, the strengthening McCain campaign shook off what
seemed to be poorly researched allegations of an affair eight years ago
with a female lobbyist, printed in a
February 21 New York Times article
examining his current campaign
ethics, and came back with more
momentum than ever.
McCain went from being the
maverick distrusted by the conservative base who succeeded in advantageously crowded primaries to
being the darling of Rush Limbaugh
and the rest of the remaining
Reagan Coalition not charmed by
Huckabee.
The enemy of his enemy seems
to be his friend still in American politics, and conservatives everywhere
supported McCain in his battle with
the The New York Times.
The article The New York Times
rushed to press after a nearly fourmonth gestation period may lack
concrete evidence of an affair, but
it raised more important and interesting issues than who slept with a
71-year-old war hero.
The article took an unnecessarily low blow at the candidate
with allegations of adultery, but
the immediate effect of the allegations on McCain’s campaign pale
in comparison to the real concrete
proof of McCain’s involvement with
lobbyists.
Extramarital affairs can and
have killed campaigns, and for a
party that claims to champion family values, an unfaithful candidate
in his second marriage may be too
much to handle.
But instead of worrying who is
taking off McCain’s pants, maybe
we should be worried about who is
paying for them.
After a loose involvement with
the Keating Five savings and loan
scandal that cost taxpayers billions,
McCain supposedly cleaned up his
politics.
Co-author of the 2002 McCainFeingold Campaign Finance Act,
McCain is tough on soft money in a
way that few other politicians seem
to be. Appearance and reality, however, can be disturbingly different,
especially in Washington.

According to the Washington
Post, John McCain has at least 59
federal lobbyists working for his
campaign, more than anyone who
was in the race at any point. These
lobbyists include Rick Davis, a partner at Davis Manafort Inc., who
has lobbied for SBC, Verizon, ATT
and is McCain’s campaign manager
and Tom Loeffler, a Chairman of
The Loeffler Group who lobbies for
Toyota and pharmaceutical companies and is McCain’s chief fundraising official.
Having a staff with a few minor
connections, it unfortunately comes
as less than a surprise that the
author of the greatest campaign
finance reform act in history has
accepted over $422,376 from lobbyists, almost five times as much as
Barack Obama.
His efforts against the tobacco
and other special interest groups
have been a great service to his
country, but maybe he should separate himself from other, slightly less
deadly lobbyists. The involvement
of communications lobbyists in his
campaign and the alleged presence
of Vicki Iseman, who is, if not an
adulteress, still a lobbyist for communications in direct contrast to the
McCain-Feingold Finance Act.
Drafting a law against soft
money is admirable on paper, but
says little if your campaign takes
private lobbyists’ donations.
News of any candidate’s involvement with lobbying activists is disturbing, whether literally or figuratively in bed with them. It may be
undeniable that McCain is the most
experienced and connected presidential candidate in the race, but
experience and connections are not
positive qualifications for a president of the people if they are the
connections and experience of a
senator of the lobbyists.
In the first Bush administration, Americans were swindled by
crooked investments in the savings
and loan scandal; now we are faced
with another crooked investment
scandal, this time with mortgages.
In a year of pivotal electoral
importance, it would be a mistake
to elect a politician who was surely
involved in the old games and might
be playing the new ones.

Castro and Communism and Cuba, oh my!
Steve Swedberg
for The Lawentian

I am ecstatic that Fidel Castro
retired last week. That was a
Communist regime that lasted 49
years too long, and I think his resignation is a sign of hope, a hope for
change. Aside from the fact that, in
saying those fateful words, I sound
like a certain presidential candidate,
I am happy because potential change
has many benefits.
It means that we can lift the
embargo: as was stated in The
Lawrentian last week, this would
mean more freedom for the American
people and it would help the lives of
the Cuban people.
Plus, it would help boost the
American economy, which needs to
get out of the current recession. It
also means I can finally vacation
there!
More importantly, it would be
an opportunity for Cuban exiles to
finally return to their homeland,
something that has previously
seemed unfeasible because of the

oppressive Communist regime,
which reminds me of my main reason of jubilation over that news.
It’s one less Communist regime in
this world. Why would that make
me happy?
Communism has had a lousy
track record when it comes to
human rights and preserving the
freedoms of citizens.
Liberals would love to rewrite
history to make a typical Communist
regime sound like some utopian
society where everyone was treated
equally and people were adequately
provided the necessities to live a
happy life.
Unfortunately for them, reality
becomes a great hurdle for telling
this fable. First and foremost, 100
million people have been murdered
under Communist regimes within
the past eighty years. That number is objectively much higher than
those who have been killed “in the
name of religion,” although with the
rise of Radical Islam, they may eventually even each other out.

Amongst other terrible acts,
Chairman Mao instigated the AntiRightist Movement in the 1950s,
which attempted to purge alleged
“rightists” (i.e., anybody who disagreed with Mao) from China. Stalin
also created a totalitarian nightmare
— read “1984” by George Orwell. If
you don’t believe me, why is it that
some of the most anti-Communist
people in the world are those
who actually lived under the Iron
Curtain?!
Fortunately for millions of people, the Berlin Wall — and a couple
of years later, the USSR — collapsed,
allowing people to be able to live
free lives without fear of government crackdowns.
I hope that the resignation of
Castro will be a “collapse of the
Berlin Wall” for Cuba. According
to Freedom House, Cuba is a nonfree country. This is bad because it
means that political dissent is illegal
in Cuba.
Throughout the Cuban regime,
Castro has ordered the deaths of

many political dissidents. In addition, the Communist Party controls
the media. Child prostitution is commonplace. Workers have no collective bargaining power. Heck, it’s
even illegal to have Internet access
in your house! But at least Michael
Moore tells us that they have topnotch healthcare. It would be nice
to see the situation in Cuba ameliorated.
Raúl Castro, the successor and
younger brother of Fidel, recently
met with the Secretary of State from
the Vatican.
For a long time, the Vatican
has been an outspoken critic of
Communism and Cuba’s human
right abuses.
Although Cubans are skeptical
of the new Castro, it seems like a
step in the right direction. What lies
ahead for Cuba remains to be seen.
All we can hope for is that Cuba
is liberated from the totalitarian,
oppressive yokes that are inherent
in Communism.
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Suit up
EP: What are the rules these days
about interview wear?
AA: I think it would be interesting to compare what to wear for
different kinds of interviews — graduate school or job — you don’t necessarily have to dress like an office
drone in a suit and tie.
EP: I agree. Grad school interviews may not be the place for a full
suit. Unless, perhaps you are applying for law or business, in which
case, your career will most likely
require a suit, so it might be a smart
choice.
KW: I think that it is true for job
interviews to a certain extent. You
should always look professional, but
it really depends on the field. If it is a
more creative area, something to do
with art perhaps, you can get away
with something that expresses your
personal style a little more, rather
than defaulting to a suit.
I think there are some acrossthe-board rules, which may seem
basic and silly, but merit mentioning anyway. Whatever your clothing choice, make sure it is clean,
wrinkle/stain/hole-free, and fits
well. Hem your pants — do not just
use safety pins. Also, make sure you
are modestly dressed. A short skirt
and low-cut top do not say, “I am a
professional and I know what I am
doing.” Anything I may be missing?
EG: I think you have covered
most of the basics. One of my personal rules for job/internship interviews, however, is always adding a
bit of color. A distinctive yet classy

St yle ,
more st yle!
with The Lawrentian Editors
piece of jewelry or some other accessory will make you stand out a little.
Maybe this doesn’t apply to every
interview situation, but I definitely
do not think you always need to
dress in the typical black suit/white
blouse ensemble. Variations of this,
perhaps?
KW: Agreed.
AA: To add on to what Kayla
said: Dress for the field you are hoping to enter. I heard a story from
a friend who said that she went to
a grad school interview and saw
many interviewees dressed in stiff
suits and the like. The interviewers,
however, were dressed in extremely
casual clothing.
If, as Emily said, you are going
into a field in which you’ll be wearing
suits and ties and such, I agree that it
is a good idea to try and wear a similar thing to your interview. In other
cases, though, it is probably okay
not to go overboard with a businesslike look. Wear something sharp but
comfortable — maybe that’s a good
way to put it.
EP: There are so many great
ways to do suit and business basics.
I’m sorry, but the truth is that you

have to spend a little bit of money
(you can do a great suit for maybe
under $150) in order to look put
together. In our situation, at our age,
a person only really needs one suit.
You can mix and match really easily
with a couple of pairs of nicely tailored (meaning not spandex, thin or
stretchable material) dress pants.
CM: It is possible to create business look inexpensively too — I just
discovered New York & Co. and their
$14.99 or less suit separates: pants,
blazers, and dress shirts. You can
look good, and still find good quality, for not a lot of money.
KW: I agree that a suit can be
a wonderful asset, and something
people our age should probably be
investing in sometime soon. Even if
it is just a basic black suit, wearing
a colorful shirt underneath lets you
get a little more creative and keeps
you from looking like the wait staff
at the Ramada.
Also, while we are talking about
suits, and therefore jackets, I would
like to bring up the concept of ‘lock
and load.’ The position of the buttons and how many buttons there
are on a garment are really important when choosing a jacket. If you
have a larger chest, a higher stance
will keep them from exploding out
of the lapels, which isn’t flattering
or professional. You cannot get away
with double-breasted jackets, unless
you want to look, well, very doublebreasted.
Hopefully we’ve illuminated
the diversity of interview clothing
choices for you here! For further
information about this topic, fellow
Lawrentians, we refer you to Stacy
and Clinton. Good luck.

Letter to the Editor
all too eager to prematurely judge
me would know that I am pro-life,
and that I consider every human to
have their worth because they are
created in the image of G-d.
Also, I do not want Kathy Kelly
to be beheaded as SLA implies,
because that goes against my principles. A side note: if you think
Radical Muslims beheading people
for being infidels is a fairytale, go
ask the family of Daniel Pearl, and
they will most assuredly tell you
that it is not. So again, I thank SLA
for showing me “tolerance,” something that is always claimed to be a
cornerstone of leftist thought.
As for the SLA’s argument for
why war is actually the answer, I
wish they had addressed the main
point of my argument instead of
playing semantics games. There
is an enemy out there. It is called
Radical Islam. This religiously moti-

vated ideology seeks to destroy the
lives of those who disagree with
their interpretation of the Koran.
The fact that SLA dodges the issue
of Radical Islam, instead of actually discussing it, indicates either
that they are intellectually incapable of discussion or they are in
severe denial of what is going on
in this world.
For those who believe in freedom, patriotism and free-market
ideas, I urge you to attend Viking
Conservatives meetings at 8 p.m.
every Monday in the Coffeehouse.
We have plenty of exciting events
planned for third term, and we
would be happy to see you participate.
Sincerely,
Steven G. Swedberg,
President of Viking
Conservatives

Photo poll by Sarah Page
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It was nice to open The
Lawrentian and see two separate
letters to the editor attacking my
articles. For time’s sake, I will
address the letter that SLA wrote
about me.
In terms of getting to know
people, I wish SLA had shown me
the same kindness towards me
before attempting any sort of character assassination. So let me tell
you a little about myself. First of
all, I am a practicing, self-respecting Jew. I attend synagogue twice
a week, I give tzedakah, I read the
Jewish Bible, I adhere to Jewish
ethics. I would go on, but then
I’d be describing my religion “ad
Nazium.”
As for using “which” instead
of “who,” I will admit that was an
honest mistake, and I apologize
for it. Those who actually take the
time to know me instead of being

What are
you doing
with your
extra day
this Leap
Year?

Friday, February 29, 2008

Chronically attached

Dear ZPR,
All right: My significant other
has come down with a bad flu, and
one of the best parties of the year is
this Saturday night! I want to go out
and party hardy, but I feel it is my
duty as a boyfriend to stay in with
her. What should I do?
Signed, Torn

going out.
I understand what it feels like
to be madly in love and want to be
around the cause of your butterflies continuously. However, looking back at the times when I gave
up going out to be an unlicensed
nurse for someone else, they are
simply regrettable.
If you are so serious that you
Dear Torn,
hate to spend a night apart, then
The cliché answer to your quan- you probably have a lot of time and
dary would be for me to tell you to nights to spend together — like
be a dedicated boyfriend and stay the rest of your life. But when your
in with your girlfriend. But guess kids are asking you, “Hey Daddy,
what? I am going to advise against what was college like? Tell me a
it, and here’s why (the following story from a wild party you went
advice goes for all genders, as to!” and all you can think of are
always):
the times when
If you always
you and your
place your siggirlfriend (now
nificant other
wife) had a few
before
yourother couples
self, then are
over for a movie
you neglecting
night, you will
yourself? Are
feel inadequate.
you living your
If you are
life the way you
worried about
want to?
your sick girlwith Zach Patrick-Riley
Sure, spendfriend’s feelings
ing time with
getting
hurt,
your girlfriend may make you hap- then here are a couple of things
pier than anything else, but that’s you can do before going out. Give
easy to say when you do not do her a bouquet of tissues, a get-well
things without her. I am not advis- card, some multivitamins, or some
ing to totally neglect her while she homemade chicken- or tofu-noodle
is bedridden, but take it as some soup. There is a difference between
time for both of you to take some being dedicated to your partner
space. If she is sick enough to miss and being absolutely inseparable.
out on one of the best parties of
Regardless of possibly hurting
the year, then she should be rest- your girlfriend’s feelings, it is still
ing up and taking it as easy as better in the long run. You both
possible — not playing kissy time need to understand that although
or doctor with you.
your hearts belong to one another,
Go out for the night and have a you are still separate people. Break
great time. You can still give your free of your chronic attachment to
girlfriend a couple calls during the one another, put down this paper
night, but do not spend all evening and go have yourself some fun. I’m
walking around a hopping party not kidding — why the heck are
singing your get-well songs into you still reading this?
the phone — that doesn’t count as

Drunk in
Love

Letter to the Editor
Weeks went by while I legitimately thought that Peter Bennett’s
letter to the editor “correcting”
my neglect of circles in my love
for shapes warranted no response,
despite his invitation.
Thoughts like, “Everyone wins
talking about shapes,” and “Well,
even Paul Simon was wrong that
one time,” actually went through
my head. Peter and I were also
hoping a third party would give
new flavor to the debate, but,
as usual, hope in third parties
proved futile, so please allow my
one short rebuttal.
My problem with Peter’s conservative position is not that circles are “so impossible to draw”
(which is incorrect, simply hold

a pencil at full-length with your
thumb and index finger and press
your index finger to your middle finger, which you plant on a
piece of paper and spin the paper
around your pencil) but rather,
the seemingly “perfect harmony”
that the center provides is faulty,
for the center cannot hold. The
old, harmonious points wither as
the young, extra-circular radicals
rip at its construction until we
realize “the center is not the center” (Derrida).
Peter’s circular logic denies
the liberal notion that cutting and
reforming shapes can make a difference. I am disappointed that

See Letter on page 8

“Party like it’s 2008!”
- Collin McCanna

“Jäger Bombs!”

“Go running with Dane
Richeson.”

- Reed Flygt
- Paul Stevens
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Hippo City

My misanthropy comes in waves.
Sometimes I appreciate friends and
believe that strangers have redeeming qualities. At other times, however, I can no longer sustain my naïve
optimism. These spells of disgust
usually occur after I see or hear
someone being an idiot.
For example, earlier this year I
heard a girl at Downer explain to her
friend who Mitt Romney was. Mitt
Romney! Am I asking too much when
I expect other students to know who
Mitt Romney is? Seriously, let me
know if I am off base and should not
expect people to, at the very least,
look at the headlines of newspapers
that they walk past every day.
Maybe during interviews the
Admissions staff should ask, “Can
you name someone who might be
president in a year?” If the applicant

cannot, the interviewer can move
on to the easier, “Name someone
famous,” and accept any answer
that is not “Jack Sparrow.”
Another good tactic for filtering
prospective students would be to
ask them to quote a line from one
of the “Pirates of the Caribbean”
movies, and if they can, to recommend them to Beloit or Carroll. If
they recite a line while mimicking
Johnny Depp’s accent, recommend
them to Ripon.
Speaking of prospies and of
sights that reignite my loathing,
the other evening at Downer I saw
a prospie giving a girl a backrub in
A. There isn’t anything wrong with
backrubs per se; if you fancy yourself a smooth operator and believe
that your relaxing touch will win
your way into the object of your
desire’s heart and pants, massage
away. But to rub a girl’s back while
chatting it up with your friends
and denying ulterior motives is disingenuous and the height of stupidity. We all know that you are
freaking out about feeling her bra
strap through her shirt and are having more fun than that time when
you stole your mom’s wine coolers,
drank them, and threw up on yourself before crying in front of the girl
who turned you down for junior
prom. Hopefully you can parlay this
platonic favor into your first makeout session in three months. We’re
all rooting for you.
Moliére wrote a play called
“Le Misanthrope” (meaning “The
Misanthrope”), and I am pretty sure

that it was about Downer. Downer
is the one place that will never
let you down if you want to see
humanity at its worst. Loud, dumb
people talking about dumb things,
loudly? Check. Obnoxious kids with
bad facial hair? Check. Connies?
Check. Classroom discussions used
to annoy me, but I solved that problem by not going to class. I cannot,
however, go on a hunger strike just
to avoid stupidity. I tried once, but
my religious parents thought that I
was fasting and were really proud
of me, which was a bit of a blow for
this former rebellious 14-year-old.
Mom never understands me.
One time at a White Castle I
overheard some transients talking
about how they would be millionaires if they could create a formula
for gravity. Then one of them gave
me an “Indian blessing.” Eating at
Downer is like this experience, without the surreal charm. You also
don’t get a blessing, unless the occasional fortune cookie counts, which
I don’t think it should. I have also
never seen seduction via massage at
a White Castle.
The problem with Downer is
that it is too inclusive. They admit
anyone who wants in and then let
them sit wherever they like, both
of which severely hinder my dining experience. They should require
essays at the door, and require poor
performers to eat upstairs. I’m not
saying that anyone is perfect, but
even Dante knew well enough to
separate the worst offenders from
everyone else.

I would argue that the truly
great politicians of the last century have been fabulous actors,
spurting out charisma like urine.
Kennedy, Reagan, Clinton: they were
more Hollywood than they were
Washington — hell, Reagan actually
was an actor! Obama has that same
star quality and a tad more genuine
authenticity that, after eight years
with W. (the worst fake cowboy/
frat boy that ever stepped onto the
political stage), a lot of people are
gravitating toward like moths to a
flame.
As smart as she is, however,
Hillary is a seriously repugnant
actress. Anyone who has sat through
a community theater rendition of
Shakespeare might know how I feel
when I watch Hillary on TV. You are
literally crawling out of your skin by
the time intermission rolls around.
Hillary is like Lady Macbeth and
Ophelia rolled into one, and that,
my friends, is a very unfortunate
combination of ambition, madness,
victimization, and desperation.
Charisma is not the only thing
affecting this election, though. I
think that gender and race are bigger factors than ever before.
The brilliant Paul Cohen, historian turned masculinity expert (a
new caveat of gender studies), gave
a lecture last year where he pre-

dicted that Hillary would be virtually
unelectable because of her gender.
This is because, as a woman, she is
forced to walk the line between masculine power tactics and feminine
vulnerability. No matter how she
plays the part, she comes out the
villain or the victim, neither of which
are very appealing.
Unlike Hillary, whose gender
boxes her in, Obama’s race seems
to work to his advantage. He is both
an African and an American, but
does he really fit into the category
of African American? He spent most
of his childhood with his mother in
Indonesia, was educated at the likes
of Columbia and Harvard, worked
as a civil rights lawyer, community
organizer and lecturer in Chicago
and was a Senator of Illinois —
all before he ran for office. It’s
safe to say he is not your average
American, let alone your average
black American.
Yet it is precisely his race that
allows him to avoid the gender trap
all together. It is his race that safeguards him from the effeminate
aristocratic stereotype that has
emasculated so many intelligent
democratic candidates in the past.
Take, for example, what happened
to John Kerry in the 2004 elections:
He was lampooned by the right as
an effeminate sissy because of his

wealthy wife and wiry physique, yet
he was a Vietnam veteran.
I think, because Obama is a
skinny black nerd and not a skinny
white nerd, he doesn’t get tagged
as an effeminate member of the
Bourgeoisie.
While Obama is flying on the
wings of talent and charm, followed
from state to state like a democratic demi-God, Clinton seems to be
unfortunately deterred by her gender. Maureen Dowd, editorial writer
for the New York Times, used a joke
from Webcaster Penn Jillette to illustrate Hillary’s cultural predicament
in last Sunday’s column “A Flawed
Feminist Test.” It goes: “Obama is
just creaming Hillary. You know,
all these primaries, you know. And
Hillary says it’s not fair, because
they’re being held in February, and
February is Black History Month. And
unfortunately for Hillary, there’s no
White Bitch Month.”
Dowd believes, and I agree with
her, that the ways in which Hillary
is trying to use her gender in this
election are backfiring. Although I
do not want to see Hillary publicly
humiliated — and I cringe at the
words “White Bitch” — I do not think
she’s the feminist icon she makes

“I’m going to dress up like a
woman.”

“Studying my Led Zeppelin
facts.”

- Kyle Brennan

-Caitie Phalon

The opinions expressed in
these editorials are those
of the students, faculty,
and community members
who submitted them. All
facts are as provided by the
authors. The Lawrentian does
not endorse any opinions
piece except for the staff
editorial, which represents
a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit
their own opinions using the
parameters outlined in the
masthead.

Staff Editorial

A call for communication
We at The Lawrentian do our best to foster the discussion of issues
that arise in daily life at LU. Students are encouraged to write letters
and responses, and to contribute to news and features stories as well.
We feel that other student groups, such as Hall Councils and LUCC, do
the same. Yet as much as there are some outlets by which students
may lodge complaints or bring up issues, we feel that students’ voices
often go unheard.
Take for example the recent onslaught of words and thoughts, in
our paper and on the streets, so to speak, regarding the Hiett drug
incident. The campus was buzzing with strong opinions on the matter
— many students wrote to The Lawrentian, including our own columnists. However, the administration has not responded to the general
student concern.
There has been, in fact, a non-response tactic practiced by the
administration that shows a lack of concern for the opinions of the
student body. There have been no emails to update us, even to tell
us, “We can’t tell you any more.” Perhaps some of the opinions that
The Lawrentian solicits and publishes show a misunderstanding of
“the rules” or “the law” but nevertheless they are valid. We at The
Lawrentian, with the support of much of the student body, we presume,
would like to urge the administration to fill us in a little more, to help
us understand, and to take into greater consideration our thoughts and
our input.
Another strong example of this lack of communication arose several weeks ago with regards to a staff editorial about several possible
effects of the new campus center. We had only one response to this
editorial, in a blog published by Lynn Hagee, chair of the planning committee for the campus center. She indirectly informed us of an error,
for which we thank her. However, we would never have known about
this problem, never have been able to publish an important correction,
without another Lawrentian staff member, also involved in the campus
center, alerting us of what she wrote in her blog.
Perhaps the problem is the relative lack of a medium of communication between the administration and students. There is no response
to the newspaper, despite the fact that we regularly publish student
opinions, and no other direct interaction between students (non-LUCC
at least) and the administration. The students who write to and for this
newspaper believe it is a way to get their voices heard, but as of yet, we
have not heard back.
Furthermore, we as students believe in the administration as
the body that is in charge of taking our school forward, in new and
ever-better directions. We must be involved. The administration is the
authority figure; yet to be a good authority figure, there must be a
working relationship.
We do not know if our voices are simply not being heard, or if there
is a method of being heard of which we are unaware. Whatever the
case, we would appreciate, and would thrive from, any response by any
administrative officials, negative or positive.

Burned Out
Feminism has its
limits, Clinton is
one of them

Brighton Fowler
Columnist

Why is it that I just really don’t
like Hillary Clinton? I must admit
I felt pretty guilty last Tuesday
when I did not use my hard-earned
women’s suffrage to vote for the
first female presidential candidate.
Instead, I mistakenly walked into the
morgue side of the polling place (no
wonder there were so many parking
places on that side) and saw a dead

“Eat some more of these
stuffed breadsticks!”
- Tim Honig

7

white man laid out in a coffin before
I made my way to the ballot box.
Was it a sign? Was it corporeal
proof that that the era of white male
supremacy in Washington is finally
ending? Maybe I was traumatized
into voting for Obama by an image
that reminded me of my own mortality, but if it was fear that compelled
my decision, I surely would have
voted for Senator McCain.
So then why can’t I just suck
it up and vote for Hillary? She is
smart, capable, ambitious and wellconnected; I really should like her,
but I have to agree with Andrew
Sullivan here: the woman gets on
my nerves. Hillary seriously lacks
the cult-inspiring charisma that
comes so naturally to Obama, and
it is something her Chanel suits and
Manolo pumps cannot make up for.

with James

Eric Prichard

Hell is other
Lawrentians

“I’m gonna nap because I get 2
1/2 extra hours added to my
weekend!”
- Gwen Kelly-Masterton

See Burned Out on page 12
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Cantus mixes old and new in chapel
Sonia Emmons
Staff  Writer

The singers of Cantus walked
onto the stage in matching black
suits with red ties and red handkerchiefs peeking out of in their
breast pockets. One was tall and two
were quite short. One was bald and
another had dreadlocks that reached
his waist. There were nine of them,
yet when they started to sing, their
voices blended like they were one
man.
The professional male vocal
chamber ensemble Cantus, based
in the Twin Cities, performed in the
Chapel Saturday, Feb. 23. Cantus
is Latin for “singing,” and the nine
musicians sang with pure, balanced
voices.
The program offered all kinds
of musical and dramatic variety. It
began with Eric Whitacre and ended
with Billy Joel. In one piece the versatile musicians solemnly sang the
words of a soldier’s last letter home,
and in another song they not-sosolemnly howled like monkeys (after
which they thanked the audience
for “indulging us in a moment of
silliness”).
Cantus is one of the few full-time
vocal ensembles in the world. Their
concert tours consist of visiting college campuses, concert halls, and
church concert series.
Cantus tenor Gary Ruschman
explained that 70 percent of the
group’s repertoire is published choral music such as Franz Biebl’s “Ave
Maria.” While classical music is the
core of their repertoire, he said,
“We use the trained voice to present
music from around the world and
music that wouldn’t normally be on
this kind of program.” This includes

works like “Ramkali,” a classical
Indian raga, or an Indian scale upon
which a love song is based.
“Ramkali” featured Lawrence
graduate Shahzore Shah, a tenor,
singing an improvised melody that
sounded like beautiful wailing. The
rest of the group held a droning
open fifth while Shah improvised in
the Urdu language (the group sings
in over 20 languages). The drone
was rendered in harmonic overtones,
producing a hollow sound like that
of a didgeridoo.
Ruschman described how to sing
harmonic overtones: “Sing a vowel,
like an ‘e.’ Add an ‘r’ sound to
it. Then change the shape of your

had grown noticeably louder. The
piece that did it was “Five Ways to
Kill a Man” by Bob Chilcott, a former
King’s Singer. The words, taken from
a poem by Edwin Brock, tell of the
“many cumbersome ways to kill a
man.”
The first three verses, which
speak of traditional methods of killing, were sung in unison and accompanied by a steady drumbeat. In the
fourth verse, the drummer stopped
and the music became quiet and dissonant as man entered the 20th century, where “you may fly miles above
your victim and dispose of him by
pressing one small switch.”
The last verse was sung as a

and solemn presentation of the work,
Cantus conveyed the danger that
lurks beneath the sparkling surface
of modern technological progress.
Cantus’s strong appeal can be
attributed both to the stirring tunes
they sing and the joy they radiate
onstage. Their senses of humor were
appreciated when, to everyone’s
dismay, a ringing cell phone was
heard during the quiet Kentucky
Appalachian tune “Bright Morning
Star.”
A member of the group took
the microphone after the next song,
“a loud and rambunctious arrangement” of Stephen Foster’s famous
“Camptown Races,” and commented
that “it would have covered up
the cell phone ring.” The owner
of that phone is probably still
blushing.
Other highlights of the concert included Bobby McFerrin’s
arrangement of “The 23rd
Psalm (dedicated to my mother),” and a well-choreographed
19th century American folk ballad called “Banks of the Ohio.”
For this song, the singers
assumed casual stances, some
with their hands in their pockets, others tapping their hands
on their sides. They looked
so genial walking around the
stage, singing the verses in
Photo courtesy of google.com duets, that the line “I plunged
a knife into her breast” was
The nine members of Cantus presented varied genres of music in their concert last Saturday night.
truly shocking.
mouth as you are singing the pitch, fugue, with the voices entering one
One member of Cantus informed
and the overtones pop out. It’s like after another with each line. The the audience that the group has
magic.”
drumbeat returned and the poem performed at Lawrence somewhere
Try it. This little trick is bound to concludes that the simplest way to between eight and fifteen times — he
impress your friends.
kill a man is “to see that he is living was hesitant to give an exact numCantus certainly knows how to somewhere in the middle of the 20th ber. I sincerely hope they return
impress an audience. By the third century, and leave him there.”
for the ninth or 16th time before I
piece on the first half, the applause
Through their unwavering voices leave.

Comedian Jay Black doesn’t leave many laughing
Amelia Perron
Staff  Writer

In his appearance at Riverview
last Friday night, comedian Jay Black
occasionally got laughs but didn’t
quite achieve enough comedic chemistry with the audience to leave much
of an impression.
Black, a comedian who travels
mostly on the college circuit, was a
tall guy with dark hair and glasses
who often got stuck in a few uncomfortable gestures — leaning over as
if to scratch his knee, or his arm outstretched with the heel of his hand
jabbing up. Likewise, his speech had
a few riffs too often, too loudly:

“Hey, don’t get mad, it’s just a joke,”
and “Come on, laugh, I need this.”
Black claimed later that he
“could have done a G-rated show,”
but he wasn’t out to back that claim.
His material relied heavily on his
sex life, real, imagined, or exaggerated, and he didn’t hesitate to be
direct. He took a scholarly bent to
such issues as how men and women
view sex differently — “I’ve done
research,” he assured us. No one
seemed offended, but he was toeing
the line.
Black took breaks from bedroom
humor to mock Catholics (he is one,
and he had an amusing take on
the “aerobics” of a Catholic mass),

southerners, “stupid people,” and
his personal favorite, Bangladesh, a
country ranking 27 places above the
US in math scores (“We may be 27th
in math, but you know what we’re
number one in? Places you actually
want to live!”).
He attempted to win the audience early on with a few jabs at
President Bush and Midwesterners,
but lost any foothold with his tired
lines on gender.
His style tended to flow quickly
from one idea to the next, pausing
occasionally to make sure we got his
wordplay, or to lightly tease audience members.
While any guy who thinks he’s
funny is at risk for ego problems,
Black made no secret of his. He
jumped down from the stage midshow to yell at his audience to
laugh.
Early on, he orchestrated an
“encore” so that he could return for
a “question and answer” session,
which amounted to a few more stories, but also a chance for Black to

Letter

continued from page 6
a member of Jill Beck’s seminar failed to emerge from his
decrepit underground torus and
see the form of the snipped isosceles trapezoid. I certainly invite
his response, although I am not
sure if his running circles around
me will break him free of his
solipsistic idea that people actually care.
Photo courtesy of Myspace.com
Comedian Jay Black elicited a few chuckles, but didn't hit the target with every one of his jokes.

-James Antony, '09

bring out his earnest side. He spoke
with feeling about his 6 month-old
son, and about his previous work as
a high school English teacher.
After the show, he talked with
enthusiasm about encouraging his
students to follow their dreams. The
show had concluded with a recitation of two original “poems” about
New Jersey’s legendary rudeness,
and third that, while ending with
the same tone as the other two, was
actually the opening of T. S. Eliot’s
“Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock.”
“I threw that out there for the
college students who would get it,”
he said. Later, he talked about his
interpretation of the poem — about
a middle-aged man who is afraid to
live — reinforcing his message that
we should go for our dreams now.
A nice sentiment, but we prefer our
comics fresh and cynical.
Black can be found online at jayblackcomedy.com, where an email
to Black earns you a free CD of his
material.

Viewpoint
continued from page 5
another is entitled to victory. I
do not urge you to vote for the
Republicans, the Democrats, or
Mr. Nader. I urge you to vote
with whomever your views
align, and take care to research
your selected candidate before
giving them your very essential
vote.
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Coming to
your senses
Movies
Friday, February 29
"The Other Boleyn Girl"
"Semi-Pro"
"Penelope"
"City of Men"
"Vivere"

DVD
Tuesday, March 4
"Into the Wild"
"Awake"
"Mr. Magorium’s Wonder"
"Emporium"
"Eleven Men Out"
"Half Moon"

Music
Tuesday, March 4
Stephen Malkmus and the Jicks
“Real Emotional Trash”
Kathleen Edwards “Asking For
Flowers”
Flogging Molly “Float”
Our Last Night “The Ghost
Among Us”
Bauhaus “Go Away White”
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Willman performs newest piece, "/regard/"
Kirsten Rusinak
Staff  Writer

As a small school, it makes sense
that Lawrence has a limited number
of academic departments, but the
possibility exists for an endless variety of majors. With each academic
department taught by a versatile
faculty, many students at Lawrence
take advantage of the opportunity to
design their own majors.
Senior Kelly Shaw Willman created her own major in Performance
Art. She explained, “By its very
nature, [performance art] embraces
a multitude of art media,” including the study of “poetry, sculpture,
digital media, performance, dance,
yoga, music, dreaming, bookmaking,
graphic design, installation art, and
basic studio art elements.”
In order to get the most out of
her major, Willman takes the handson approach and performs at least
once per term. Reflecting on past
performance experiences, Willman
recalled a performance that took
place this past spring in the amphitheatre, where she “collaborated
with a percussion ensemble, several
costumed women and a 13-foot yellow python named Lemon!”
This past Friday evening,
Willman put on another sensuous
performance titled “/regard/” after
a poem she wrote about “viewing the body from the inside out.
Pumping organs, streams of flowing
blood, muscles.” However, Willman
explained that aside from its original
literary purpose, as the title for her
performance art piece, “'/regard/’
can mean whatever it needs to mean
for the individual who experiences
the performance.”
Differing from the normal experience of visual art, “/regard/” as
a performance was, as Willman
described, “alive with forms of literal movement and literal noise,”
through the combination of video,
music, poetry, and visual art.
Presenting the multimedia work
involved artistic collaborators that
Willman hand-picked “because they
are all involved in the arts and they
are all brilliant.” Jess Holz created a video and electronic sounds,
Harjinder Bedi was the multi-instrumentalist, and Wilmer Chan contributed on bass guitar.
Willman said that this combination of media “works to stimulate
the senses on many levels … performance brings several forms of art
to life in one art body, which is an
amazing concept to me.” Audience,
Willman explained, is essential to
performance art.
In “/regard/,” Willman involved
her audience by passing out rose
petals and packets of glitter. She
explained that she had not originally
intended to pass out the materials
during her performance and had no
idea that everyone in the audience
would participate. She also tossed
handfuls of glitter at the audience,
which left each audience member
donning both a piece of her performance and experimental vision upon
departure.
Participation at public events can
often yield uneasiness, but Willman
explained that she works “to break
down the boundaries between artist
and audience by literally bringing my
performance into their space.”
Even without direct interaction
between Willman and the audience,
each was a part of the artistic experience in the intimate Mudd Gallery.
She added, “My intentions are not
invasive, and I intuit that the audience is aware of this. In my performance experiences, there is a feeling
of reciprocity, curiosity, and warmth

between artist and audience, which
makes interaction appropriate.”
In her own space, Willman said
she is “interested in expressing
magic, or that which is ethereal and
sensual.” She leaves the audience to
indulge in the multi-sensory experience or come to their own conclusions.
Many parallels of the
organic could
be seen in
the videos of
pumping muscles, swaying
branches and
the rose petals,
versus the artificiality of glitter. Audience
m e m b e r
Lindsey Ahlen
commented
on Willman’s
rolling on the
floor in the
midst of rose
petals
and
glitter, which
allowed the
audience to
see the action
as the artist
becoming one
with her art.
Another
perspective
came
from
Zach Becker,
who picked up
on indications
of birth and
rebirth.

Willman described herself as an
“experimental artist working from
a contemporary space” because she
is a “ceaseless bundle of change”
and interested in all forms of art.
Anyone who has ever seen one of
her intriguing performances would
surely agree.

Photo by Chad Bay
Julia Robinson and Stephen Anunson examine Willman's work in Mudd Gallery.
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Artist Spotlight:
Erik Rinard

by Anna Hainze
Armed with a
knack for the creative and
a desire not to starve to
death in the post-Lawrence
world, senior Erik Rinard is
ready to take the art world
by storm. Though he began
his Lawrence career with close to
a gazillion minors and a couple
trillion majors, those extreme
ambitions were put to rest after
experiencing all the art department has to offer. Even Rinard’s
artistic concentration changed
when he entered the daunting
doors of Wriston. “In spite of my
high school focus on photography, after starting to pursue art at
Lawrence I began to work almost
exclusively in traditional 2-D art,
like painting and printmaking,”
said Rinard.
When asked what type of
art and what artists he found
most inspiring, Rinard responded with what might be considered a short dissertation, listing
such diverse interests as German
Expressionism, the work of con-

Photo courtesy of  Erik Rinard

temporary artists Vic Muniz and
Ryan Trecartin, a fascination with
the Buñuel/Dalí film “Un Chien
Andalou,” and a “perverse attraction to hellish art.”
Although he is not exhibiting
right now, you may have seen
some of Rinard’s work around
campus and not even known it. “I
think the coolest things I’ve done
in art at Lawrence are the shows
I’ve helped set up in the Mudd
Gallery,” he said. “The show I am
most proud of is the one I curated
last year for the Intermediate/
Advanced Painting class. It was a
thrill to be involved in every step
of the process and see it come to
fruition.” Rinard is not always a
behind-the-scenes guy, however
— look for his pieces in this
spring’s Senior Show at Wriston.

DON'T diSAPPOINT
GOD-JESUS

WRITE FOR A&E
E-mail Alex at
schaafa@lawrence.edu
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Sports in the
real world
Kyle Nodarse
Staff  Writer

I know the NBA season is not
over yet; in fact, it’s barely past the
halfway point, but I’ve already got
my MVP for the season picked out
and crowned. It is not based on statistics though, which gives everyone
who reads this article a lot of room
for argument to fight with me. That’s
OK though, because I am sticking to
my guns.
Consider this: When was the last
team to win an NBA championship
without a big man? Still thinking? Me
too, because as far back as you go
in recent history, teams do not win
championships without a big man
getting boards and making blocks.
Big men disrupt the flow of the
game by preventing the other team’s
leading scorer from driving for easy
points every possession.
The San Antonio Spurs have been
considered a dynasty as of late, and
the reason is Tim Duncan. He controls the game down low and allows
the Spurs playmaker, Manu Ginobli,
to do his job even better. He is the
reason the Spurs have been winning
championships and consistently getting to the NBA finals.
Think back a few years to when
the Lakers were the team to beat.
Why is that? Kobe Bryant you say? I
say you’re wrong.
I say that Shaq is the real reason
the Lakers were able to win three
NBA championships. Want to know
why? Who has won championships
since they split up? Shaq has with the
Miami Heat because he is the big man
teams need to win titles.
Kobe may be the best individual
talent in the NBA — I can’t deny that
claim at all. I would not even argue
with those who crown Lebron James
as the best in the NBA, either. Steve
Nash and Paul Pierce can join the
argument as well. Yet regardless of
all those claims, none of these men
can win a championship without a
big man.
The Lakers had Kareem, the 76ers
had Dr. J., and Kobe and Dwayne
Wade both had Shaq. The argument
could be made that Michael Jordan
did not really have a big man, left
with Bill Cartwright and Luc Longley.
But Jordan was arguably the greatest
player ever to play the game, so I am
going to make an exception for him.
Without a big man, you cannot win.
That is why my pick for the NBA
MVP goes to Dwight Howard. Not
only does he do all of the things I
have talked about a big man being
able to do, he can fly! Did anyone see
the All-Star slam-dunk contest?
He literally flew, with a cape
and everything. I will not guarantee
that the Orlando Magic will win the
NBA championships, but I would be
surprised if he did not win the MVP
this year, and perhaps many more in
years to come.
The men’s tennis season started
this past weekend against UW-La
Crosse, UW-Eau Claire and Bethel
College. This is the youngest team
Lawrence has fielded in years for
tennis, with no seniors on the team.
Against La Crosse, Lawrence
needed some time to adjust to a
different surface and the home team
took advantage of this. Junior Dan
Hertel, playing at two singles, lost a
third-set tiebreaker, barely missing
out on Lawrence’s first win of the
season.
The following day, against Eau
Claire, newcomer Ryan Dunn made
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Vikes ride streak into playoffs
Douglas McEneaney
Staff  Writer

The Vikings still have their winning streak intact, finishing the season winning six consecutive games.
The Vikings have won 16 of their last
17 games, heading into the playoffs
this weekend. This past Saturday,
the Vikings visited the Pioneers of
Carroll College. For those of you
who do not remember, it was the
Pioneers that gave our Vikes their
lone loss in conference and that loss
definitely left a mark on our Vikings.
Thus, our boys’ team did what everyone expected: they visited Carroll
College and proved to the Pioneer
community and all those paying
attention to the Midwest Conference
that the Vikings mean business.
Saturday’s game, however, did
not begin how the Vikings hoped it
would. From tip-off to the first few
minutes of the game, the Pioneers
were in control. In the first four
minutes, the Vikings saw themselves down nine points, not the
exact payback they envisioned. The
Vikings fought back and before the
1000-member audience knew it, the
Vikings and Pioneers were battling
for the lead. After a seesaw of leads,

the first half ended with a tied score
43-43. Both teams were red-hot
from the field, shooting about 50%.
Whispers of a possible dejà vu circulated throughout the stadium as
both teams headed into the locker
rooms.
The second half began with both
teams showing great urgency to
build a lead. Both teams responded to any offensive progress the
other made. The Vikings began the
half shooting 5-5, four of which
were three pointers. However, the
Pioneers continued to hang on as
they also went an impressive 5-6
from the field to open the half. From
that point, the Vikings led by two
points and the slight lead slowly
began to develop into a healthy lead
and with 12:27 left in the half, the
Vikings had their first double-digit
lead. The Vikings maintained their
lead for the rest of the game, not
allowing the Pioneers to get within
eight points. The Vikings also hit
their free throws during the final
minutes, a part of their game that
has shown great improvement as the
season continued. The final score
was 92-80 in favor of our Vikes.
Once again, the strength of the
Vikings’ offense showed with all

five starters scoring in the doubledigits. A sixth double-digit scorer
was sophomore John Dekker, who
led all Vikings with 18 points. Junior
Doug Kadison had a great game with
14 points, seven rebounds, and four
assists. The Vikings as a whole shot
over 50% from the field and about
45% from three-point range. Our
Vikings ended the regular season
with an impressive 20-2 record, 15-1
in conference. The 20-win season has
not been achieved since going 22-0
two years ago. The powerful Viking
offense and solid team defense is
a promising combination for this
weekend’s games.
The Vikings play at Alexander
Gymnasium on Friday night at
7pm against St. Norbert College.
The Vikings have won both games
against the Green Knights this year,
but still need the energy of their
fellow students to cheer for them.
The winner of Friday’s games plays
Saturday for the Midwest Conference
Championship, with the winner
of that game getting an automatic
bid to the NCAA tournament. Our
Vikings lead the conference as the
#1 seed, and additionally, go into
Friday’s game ranked 16th in the
nation according to d3hoops.com.

Staff  Writer

Photo courtesy of Chiara Terzuolo

Fencing sends 10 to regionals
Chiara Terzuolo
for The Lawrentian

The LU fencing team traveled to
Notre Dame last weekend to compete in the Midwest Conference
Championships.
The Vikes came up with an
impressive ending to a very successful season. Saturday was dedicated to
the individual competition, in which
several fencers proved to be fearsome
opponents.
Four members of the team
advanced to the round of 16: junior
Nils Schaede using the sabre tied for
12th place, freshman Bradley Bodee
using the sabre placed 15th, freshman
Dorothea Schurr using the foil placed
16th, and junior Chiara Terzuolo
using the foil also placed 16th.
This was the final team tournament for senior Alice Schoen who
used the foil to place 21st and senior
Christina Bartell who used the sabre
his first impact of the season, teaming with Hertel to win the one doubles match 8-4 and following that

up with a singles win at number one
6-0, 6-4. Lawrence fell to Eau Claire
7-2 in the morning.

to take 30th.
The following day, the Vikings
sparred for high placement in the
team event, with all teams but one
making it into the top 10.
Once again, the men’s sabre squad
dominated, finishing in fifth place.
Women’s foil, despite some initial
problems, rose to the high rank of
sixth place.
Men’s foil followed suit, ending
with a commendable eighth place.
Women’s epee, although losing to
their first team, viciously defended
their ninth-place ranking.
Men’s epee almost got into the
top 10, finishing in 11th place, an
excellent result for a team with two
first-time fencers.
Next weekend the 10 fencers who
qualified for regionals will travel to
the University of Detroit-Mercy to
compete against the very best fencers
of the Midwest. Wish them luck!
That afternoon, Lawrence finished out their weekend with a tough
match against Bethel University.
Dunn went to a third-set tiebreaker,
falling 9-11 at one singles.
Junior Travis Fondow lost his
second-set tiebreaker 9-11 at number four singles and all three doubles teams put up a valiant fight in
the match.
The men’s tennis team has their
home opener this Saturday at 9am
and noon at the Fox Valley Racquet
Club.
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Statistics are courtesy of
www.lawrence.edu and
www.midwestconference.
org and are current as of
Feb. 27, 2008
Our Vikings are back and everyone
should make an effort to attend
the game Friday night. No excuses.
Let’s show St. Norbert our Lawrence
Viking pride.

Woods for the good of the game
Ted Greeley

Lawrence University fencer fends off opponent's advances.

Lawrence University

Sitting at Downer on Sunday, I
was suddenly berated for this week’s
issue of The Lawrentian. Two students came over and began saying
things to me; unfortunately, because
they were speaking at the same time
in raised tones I couldn’t understand either one of them, although
I made out “misinformed” and “idiotic.” After they finished, I asked
them, “Would one of you please
tell me what both of you just said?”
Over the next few minutes, I was
informed of all the reasons Tiger
Woods is good for the sport of golf,
and why an article saying Woods
was not good for golf was preposterous and that those responsible for
it being published should be tarred
and feathered.
First, I’d like to say that it was an
editorial and therefore an opinion.
The value of an editorial is its ability to make you think and to create
discussion. Obviously, this one created some discussion. Second, I completely agree with the two students
who decided to abuse my ear.
I could look up the stats and
show how the PGA has increased in
popularity since Woods entered the
PGA in 1996, or I might just note the
exponentially rising number of sponsors and PGA revenue. Although
these seem like good enough ways to
illuminate my point, I would rather
look at it in another light. For nine
years I worked at a golf course. I
began my adventure as a bag boy
(yes, that is a job), just as Woods was
entering the PGA.
Of course, I was slightly intimidated as a 13-year-old, mainly because
the average male member was 40something and balding, whilst the
female members were slightly older
and slightly less bald. On rare occasions I would see someone my own
age, but that was either another
bag boy or the kids whose parents
made them play golf, reminiscent of
Spaulding from “Caddyshack.”

That was the problem. Golf was
like it was in “Caddyshack,” divided
on economic and racial lines. Of
course there were no assistant green
keepers like Carl Spackler winning
Augusta championships by hitting
flowers and meeting the Dalai Lama;
but rarely did you see someone who
didn’t know how to golf come to the
course. That changed with Woods.
Woods brought something new
to the game. Yes, he is that good,
maybe too good. Maybe there is
not that much competition for the
money lead at the end of the year,
but Woods changed the game. He
draws in the viewer with his fierce
marches down the fairways and his
even fiercer strikes on the ball. Was
Michael Jordan bad for basketball?
Was Gretzky bad for hockey? And
is Roger Federer, who wins as much
as Woods if not more, the worst
thing to happen to tennis since the
invention of the tennis ball? I think
not, and Woods is the same type of
athlete.
If you go to any golf course this
spring, count how many people you
see who have no idea what a beautiful golf swing looks like, in fact
they might look like they are in a
phone booth trying to beat a baby
seal, but they are there and they
are learning. Count how many kids
you see under 15, under 10, under
five, trying to strike the ball like that
larger than life character they see on
TV. Of course, be sure to count how
many minorities are at the range
and on the course. Over the years
of working at a golf course, the
shift was obvious: Woods brought
a predominately white, upper-class,
middle-aged game played by people
like Judge Smails to the masses. Like
Arnold Palmer, who popularized the
game with the middle class, Woods
brought it to a different group of
people. Woods is possibly the most
prolific golfer of all time. Only time
will tell, but without a doubt he
is the most dynamic golfer in the
modern game and he has given it so
much by changing it.

GO VIKES GO!
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Women’s basketball
ends season
Ted Greeley
Staff  Writer

The women’s basketball team
took on St. Norbert Wednesday, Feb.
20 and then battled Carroll Saturday,
Feb. 23. In the end, the team was
unable to win and brought a long
season to a close.
In the game against St. Norbert,
the Vikes found themselves behind
early. St. Norbert scored the first 11
points of the game before sophomore
Caresse Reiland put in a lay-up.
St. Norbert continued their success with a 10-0 run, bringing the
score to 21-2 with just under 12
minutes left in the first half.
The Vikes then went on a 10-2
run, almost cutting the lead to single
digits. The rest of the half went back
and forth with St. Norbert slowly
adding a few points to their lead.
Lawrence went into halftime
down 39-24.
Lawrence opened the second half
with an 8-2 run, but St. Norbert
would not allow the Vikings to get
within ten.
The Vikes tried to keep up, but
St. Norbert slowly built up their lead
until it reached 22 with under seven
minutes to play.
The Vikings tightened up the
score a little, losing with a score of
68-52.
Senior captain Carrie Van Groll

led the Vikings with 17 points and
tied with fellow senior captain Jenny
Stoner with eight rebounds.
Saturday night the team traveled
to Carroll for their last game of the
season.
The game began with three early
lead changes with Lawrence taking
the lead on a Reiland lay-up with
a little over nine minutes to go in
the first half, at the beginning of a
Lawrence 13-3 run leading to the
Vikes up 24-15.
Carroll’s 8-0 run brought the
game to 24-23. The rest of the half
went tit-for-tat with the Vikings
ahead 29-28 at the end of the half.
The second half started with
three lead changes in the first seven
minutes. A subsequent 10-3 run by
the Pioneers put Lawrence down for
good.
Lawrence slowly chipped away at
the Carroll lead bringing the game to
within five points with just over two
minutes remaining, but the Vikings
were unable to get any closer than
that, losing 62-53 in the end.
Stoner, Van Groll and fellow
senior Stephanie Kramer played in
their final game as Viking basketball
players.
Stoner and Van Groll led the
way for the team, scoring 14 and
12 points apiece. Reiland added 13
points and 19 rebounds.

Hockey loses in quarterfinals
Ted Greeley
Staff  Writer

The men’s hockey team traveled to Milwaukee to take on the
MSOE Raiders in the quarterfinals
of the MCHA tournament. The winner of the series then would continue on to Milwaukee this upcoming
weekend to play in the MCHA final
four. Although the Vikes put their
hearts on the line, they ultimately
came up short, losing the series and
the chance to play a couple more
games.
Friday night, the game began
with both teams looking to solidify
themselves defensively. For 20 minutes the teams went back and forth
with neither team able to score the
pivotal first goal.
Freshman Evan Johnson made
sure that the Vikings would not fall
behind, stopping all 12 shots he
faced. MSOE’s Chris Keller matched
Johnson turning away all 10 shots
the Vikings put on net.
The second period started with a
promising power play for the Vikings
beginning at 1:03 into the second.
Unfortunately, MSOE capitalized on
their misfortune.
Michael Soik scored at 2:44
into the period to give the Raiders
the lone goal of the second period.
Johnson turned away the other eight
shots that he faced, while Keller
turned away all 12 shots by the
Vikings.
The third period continued to be
defensively minded until Soik scored
an even strength goal at 6:23 into the
period. The game reverted back to
defense until Jason Woll took a tripping penalty at 10:25 of the period.
Freshman Matt Jacobs put the
Vikings on the board at 11:02 into
the period; sophomore Mike Ackley
and freshman Josh DeSmit assisted.
The Vikings made a strong push
over the next few minutes, but a
Viking giveaway on the power play
led to a MSOE shorthanded goal by
Steve Smiddy. The shorthanded goal

would be the nail in the coffin as the
Vikings fell 3-1.
Johnson turned away 25 of 28
shots on goal, while Keller turned
way 33 of 34 shots on goal.
Saturday night, the Vikings needed a win.
Unfortunately, the Vikings put
themselves in a hole early. MSOE
goals at 2:19 and 5:53 put the Vikings
down 2-0 early in the game.
Lawrence rebounded 13 seconds
later with a goal by sophomore Marc
Howe; freshman Pat Brenner and
DeSmit assisted. The rest of the
period went back and forth with neither team able to take the advantage,
ending with the score 2-1 MSOE.
The second period began with
an MSOE goal 1:08 into the period.
Lawrence pushed and ended up on
the power play at 8:56 into the
period, but MSOE capitalized while
down a man.
Ben Kenyon scored a shorthanded goal at 10:38. The Vikings pushed
hard but were unable capitalize on
their opportunities.
The Vikings went into the
third period down 4-1 and pushed

See Hockey on page 12
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Athlete of the Week: Madeline Steininger ‘10
Track and Field
Ashlee Thatcher
Staff  Writer

You are setting a lot of records and then breaking them
again! How does it feel to be so successful as a jumper?
This has been a great season for me so far. I keep improving at every meet with the help of my coaches and teammates.
I hope to keep moving forward. I have high-jumped my whole
life but I never realized that I could be where I am today.
In an individual sport, how do you maintain the team
aspect?
Many people overlook the fact that track is a team sport. I
feel that I maintain the team aspect by competing hard in all
Photo courtesy of Lawrence Athletics
of my events and score as many points as I can whether it is in Madeline Steininger (left) competes in the hurdles.
my individual events or in relays. I also think that my personal
success and the success of other individuals help build team unity.
What more do you want to accomplish this year in track?
As far as the rest of this year goes, I hope to keep improving with every practice and then in every meet. I hope
to jump even higher this week at Conference and establish a secure spot to compete at Nationals. I want to keep
dropping my time in the hurdles. With the support of my coaches and teammates, I know that I will continue to
compete at my best and set and break new records.
What is your favorite track event to compete in? What is your favorite to watch others compete in?
My favorite event to compete in is the 100-meter hurdles. I love the adrenaline rush that I get before, during,
and after each race. My favorite event to watch is the men’s 4x400-meter relay. All of the teams gather to support
the athlete. It is an intense race where everyone leaves everything they have on the track.
If you could excel in any sport other than track, what would it be and why?
If I could excel at another sport, it would be snowboarding. I have recently taken up this sport and it is one of
the hardest challenges that I have ever experienced!

Athlete of the Week: Nick Jennette ‘09
Hockey
Ashlee Thatcher
Staff  Writer

You just tied the record for goals scored
in a season in your last game of the year.
How does it feel to tie the record?
I am very proud of that fact. It says
a lot about my linemates and my teammates. I mean, Nick Jennette is only one
man. Obviously we would have liked to
win our last game. No one likes to end on
a loss. I would have rather had my team
go farther in the playoffs than break the
record. There’s always next year.

Photo by Ted Greeley
Nick Jennette attempts to beat the Minnesota-Crookston goaltender.

What are your best memories of the
past season?
Beating MSOE at home on a goal
with eight seconds left was unreal. The
Minnesota-Crookston series at home was
also great. I scored four goals in one
game and six on the weekend, so personally it was a good performance.

What are some things that you want to work on personally for next season? As a team?
As a team, we need to work on better celebrations for when we score goals! But seriously, we need to focus on
winning the games that we should win. We also need to make sure that we are hitting all our shots.
If you could put any one teammate in the penalty box, who would it be and why?
Corey Garrett, so I don’t have to watch him fore-check on the penalty kill.
Pretend you are a figure skater. What is the one move that you would want to be known for on the ice?
The reverse oilrig, JP with the assist.

Wrestling competes well at
WIAC championship
Ben Webster
Staff  Writer

Photo courtesy of Ben Webster
Tony Norton placed third in the WIAC championship for the Vikes.

The WIAC conference championships were held at Appleton West
High School last weekend, and the
Lawrence wrestlers finished impressively.
Junior Tony Norton placed third
in his weight class and sophomore
Sam Laes rallied to fourth place.
Senior Jack Peters and freshman
Chris Gallegos both placed fifth, and
sophomore Jeremy Reider won a few
matches to finish at sixth place.
The Vikes were sixth in the team

standings, right ahead of Oshkosh,
with 43.5 points. UW-La Crosse won
the championship with 147.5 points
and seven first-place finishers.
There were hoards of fans to witness the event from all over the Fox
Valley, and most of the Lawrence fans
on hand were pleased to see our wrestlers compete the way they did.
Coach Dave Novickis looked content with the results as he finished
his 12th season here at Lawrence. He
has been named District Nine Coach
of the Year three times and was the
1998 Great Lakes Regional Coach of
the Year.
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Variety
What’s on your iPod?: David Hanzal

for The Lawrentian

1. “Tell me,” from the “Marie
Christine” soundtrack
This
terribly
short-lived
Broadway show, which was an adaptation of the myth of Medea written
especially for Audra McDonald, is
by far one of the best musicals out
there. It’s by one of my favorite composers — Michael John Lachiusa.
The show isn’t really known by
many people, but it’s probably one
of my two favorite musical theatre
scores. Ever. I’ve probably listened
to the soundtrack as a whole hundreds of times, and I think anyone
with any mild interest in musical
theatre or opera absolutely has to
check it out…. It is sooo… good.
2. “Touch of my hand,” Britney
Spears
Who knew a little-known Britney
ditty from the mid-2000s could rival
Cyndi Lauper’s very own ode to
masturbation? I always giggle when
I think about Brit-Brit gettin’ down
with her bad self, but the incorporation of string instruments and transient, synthesized harmonies make
this song the tops (!).
3. “Remember (Walkin’ in sand),”
The Shangri-Las
I don’t know what it is, but
there’s a certain earnestness and
visceral quality in torch songs, especially ones by girl groups in the ‘60s,
that I really really dig. This track is
no exception.
4. “Come out,” Steve Reich

It’s not always easy listening to
Steve’s music, but he’s perfect for
me when I go to that certain place.
I first heard his music as a part of
a score for a film that came out a
couple of years ago, and
this past year I’ve really
started to explore his entire
canon of work. For me, it’s
really incredible and crazy
to hear a composer make a
tangible piece of work that
resembles almost exactly
what’s going on inside my
head all of the time.
5. “Music (DJ Coco Snatch
flawless remix, featuring
Kylie Minogue’s “Can’t
get you out of my head”),
Madonna
I kind of grew up in the
sandbox in the ‘80s singing Madonna’s songs, and
she’s been such an inspiration to me as an artist for
my entire life. I love that
she’s been able to say so
many things and reach so
many people even though
she came from so much
humbleness and pain. Even
though some people dismiss her as just another
crappy pop star in the vein
of awfulness (i.e., Cher), I
think she’s a lot more than
that. I really really do.
6. “Good morning, heartache,” Billie
Holiday
Most of my favorite singers are
drug addicts, alcoholics, and just
general all around f***-ups… I love

Hockey
continued from page 11
hard for the first ten minutes, culminating in a power-play goal at 10:24 into the
period.
Junior Nick Jennette got the puck past
Keller on a pass from Howe; junior Aaron
LaFave assisted.
Though the Vikings did their best to
bring the game to within one point, they

Burned Out
continued from page 7
herself out to be.
Dowd argues that instead of carving out her own identity, Hillary has
spent many years in the shadow of her
husband’s success only to launch her
campaign using his political muscle and
economic legacy to back her up. I think
that in order for Hillary to be successful,
she must somehow disentangle herself
from the hardboiled political image she
has created and show us an authentic

hearing real pain when I’m listening
to a straight up, real singer; if I don’t
get to hear any aspect of a singer’s
internal energy in their voice they’re
pretty worthless to me. I love Billie
because of this, and this
song especially, because
when she sings it, it
sounds like she’s crying.
7. “Alabama Song,”
Lotte Lenya
I love how Weill
and Brecht constantly
stuck it to the man with
their
quasi-musicals
and proto-experimental
operas. The way that
Weill was able to make
his music (and the artists who sang it) sound
so abrasive and strange,
yet incredibly tuneful, is
really neat-o to me. And
gorgeous, in an ironic,
decrepit sort of way….
8. “Tu che invoco” (from
Spontini’s “La Vestale”),
Maria Callas
When I was growing up in the Ozarks
of Minnesota with little
to no culture to speak
of, I read a play about
the life of Maria Callas
on a whim, and it really
did change me forever.
I started listening to
her music because of it, and that’s
what eventually got me interested
in opera. This particular live recording of the aria is really stellar, as
it’s from a rare 1958 Los Angeles

concert that was before Callas’ voice
really started to deteriorate. The
recording of this aria is probably
one of my favorite recordings of
Callas…ever (!!), and the recording
as a whole is the best overall Callas
album I’ve ever heard.
9. “Wake up alone,” Amy
Winehouse
Amy, Amy, Amy. How were you
able to write your entire (!!!!!) “Back
to Black” album about my last relationship and its aftermath without
having a single conversation with
me? I don’t know, but please keep
doing what you’re doing. I know
you’ve been to rehab…or something
like it…recently, but don’t let it ruin
your genius. In our next lifetimes,
let’s be bffs, k???
10. “Lovely head,” Goldfrapp
When I first heard Goldfrapp’s
album “Felt Mountain” (which this
song is from), I cried and cried.
Maybe it’s because the album was
thematically about what was exactly
going on in my life at the time….
Maybe because it incorporated cabaret and folk influences into dreamy
electronica and synthpop…. Anyway,
it doesn’t matter, because I have no
clue and the whole CD speaks for
itself. It’s like the love child of Fiona
Apple (another one of my all-time
ladies) and Danny Elfman going on
a really bad e trip in the backroom
of an after-hours gay bar. When the
movie of my life starring Jennifer
Jason Leigh as myself is made,
Goldfrapp’s doing the soundtrack.
The end.

were unable to pull it off in the end and
fell 4-2.
Johnson made 20 saves on 24 shots,
while Keller made 28 of 30. Junior Jimmy
Ryan entered the game for the Vikes but
did not face a shot.
Jennette’s goal in the second game
tied him the Lawrence single-season goal
record of 18.
Lawrence will graduate five key players; their presence on the ice will be
greatly missed by all.

human being divorced from the Clinton
history — a seemingly impossible task.
Unfortunately, despite all of Hillary’s
positive leadership qualities — her smarts,
her capability, her political savvy — she is
still a very unappealing candidate. Her
identity, for better or for worse, has
become this complicated combination of
masculine ambition and feminine desperation that makes Obama seem like a
breath of fresh air. Even though I believe
that it is due time this country had a
female president, I cannot justify supporting her just because she is a woman
— that would just make me a sexist.
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